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Time-sliced velocity map imaging (SVMI), a high-resolution method for measuring kinetic energy distributions
of products in scattering and photodissociation reactions, is challenging to implement for atomic hydrogen
products. We describe an ion optics design aimed at achieving SVMI of H fragments in a broad range of
kinetic energies (KE), from a fraction of an electronvolt to a few electronvolts. In order to enable consistently
thin slicing for any imaged KE range, an additional electrostatic lens is introduced in the drift region for
radial magnification control without affecting temporal stretching of the ion cloud. Time slices of ∼5 ns
out of a cloud stretched to ≥50 ns are used. An accelerator region with multiple electrodes is employed for
better optimization of radial and temporal space focusing characteristics at each magnification level. The
implemented system was successfully tested by recording images of H fragments from the photodissociation of
HBr, H2S and the CH2OH radical, with kinetic energies ranging from <0.4 eV to >3 eV. It demonstrated KE
resolution .1–2%, similar to that obtained in traditional velocity map imaging followed by reconstruction,
and to KE resolution achieved previously in SVMI of heavier products. We expect it to perform just as well
up to at least 6 eV of kinetic energy. The tests showed that numerical simulations of the electric fields and ion
trajectories in the system, used for optimization of the design and operating parameters, provide an accurate
and reliable description of all aspects of system performance. This offers a valuable capability of selecting the
best operating conditions in each measurement without the need for additional calibration experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Velocity map imaging (VMI) is a widely used technique
for determining velocity distributions in photoinitiated
fragmentation, ionization, electron detachment, and re-
active scattering processes.1,2 In the years since 1997,
when Eppink and Parker3 had introduced the ion op-
tics arrangement that significantly reduced spatial blur-
ring in velocity mapping, additional improvements fur-
ther increased resolution and sensitivity, as summarized
in several monographs and reviews.1,2,4,5 In the Eppink–
Parker VMI implementation the three-dimensional (3D)
velocity distribution is projected onto a position-sensitive
detector, producing a two-dimensional (2D) image. To
retrieve the original 3D velocity distribution, image re-
construction (inverse Abel transform) is required. While
fast and efficient reconstruction implementations do ex-
ist, they require cylindrical symmetry of the original 3D
distribution and lead to unfavorable redistribution of the
experimental noise, which may limit resolution in specific
regions of the image.5

For situations where a cylindrical symmetry is absent,
or “zooming” on low-velocity regions of the distribution
is needed, avoiding image reconstruction is advantageous.
Ideally, recording of all three velocity vector components
in coincidence for each fragment would give the complete
3D velocity distribution directly. This can be achieved
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straightforwardly under single-particle detection condi-
tions, but in that case signal levels are low, and hence ac-
quisition times to obtain the complete distribution might
be exceedingly long. As another approach, sliced veloc-
ity map imaging (SVMI) methods that select thin 2D
slices out of the 3D velocity distribution for direct anal-
ysis have been developed. In photodissociation experi-
ments with cylindrical symmetry the slice parallel to the
symmetry axis (laser polarization direction) and pass-
ing through the center of the velocity distribution pro-
vides complete information about the original 3D distri-
bution with no need for reconstruction. Of the variants
of this method,1 the time-slicing technique based on elec-
trostatic ion optics6,7 is easiest to implement and features
excellent signal-to-noise ratios as well as high sensitivity
and resolution. It is now used routinely in monitoring
atomic and molecular dissociation fragments that can be
detected by state-specific ionization, and is our method
of choice.

SVMI systems map two initial velocity components of
the ion to arrival positions at the detector, whereas the
third component is mapped to the arrival time. Slicing
is achieved by fast gating of the detector. This requires
time-stretching of the fragment ion cloud to an extent
that the gating pulse can select about a tenth of the
cloud. For the 20–30 ns gating pulses available from com-
mercial pulse generators such stretching is fairly easy to
achieve for all ionic fragments except atomic hydrogen.
The mass-dependence of the stretching (see below) makes
SVMI of H photofragments more difficult, requiring even
faster gating, and almost impossible for photoelectrons.

H atoms are important fragments in many dissociation
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processes, such as those encountered in combustion and
atmospheric reactions. They are also generated in pho-
toinitiated decomposition of many hydrocarbon radicals.
However, determining their kinetic energy distributions
poses some complications. In free radicals, because of the
existence of numerous low-lying excited electronic states,
spurious multiphoton processes can give rise to energetic
H fragments in addition to the signal from the studied
one-photon process. When using full-projection VMI, it
is mandatory to record an image of the entire distribu-
tion because high-velocity signals have projections into
the low-velocity region and must be separated from the
low-velocity signals by reconstruction. The experimental
noise from such projections, however, cannot be sepa-
rated and leads to masking of weak one-photon signals.
At the same time, SVMI separates contributions from dif-
ferent velocities experimentally. This allows “zooming”
solely on low-velocity regions, thereby efficiently elimi-
nating contributions from high-energy processes.

The ion optics design described here is optimized for
working with H photofragments under a broad range of
conditions. Incorporation of an additional lens in the
drift region greatly enhances the control of image magni-
fication without introducing significant aberrations. This
allows to obtain high-resolution images for H photofrag-
ments ranging in kinetic energy (KE) from∼0.1 to∼6 eV.
Like other VMI and SVMI systems, the present setup can
be used for detection of ions of different masses as well.
Its mass resolution is sufficient for all experiments with
small organic molecules.

Optimal parameters of the ion optics were determined
by numerical simulations aiming at maximization of ra-
dial and time-of-flight (TOF) focusing quality for an ion
source region with real-world parameters. Experimen-
tal tests demonstrated that these simulations predict the
behavior of the actual system so reliably that the sim-
ulated parameters can be used in SVMI measurements
without adjustments. The criteria developed in this work
are general and can be incorporated into different instru-
ment designs. Due to the limited size of this article, only
the most important aspects will be discussed below, but
more details can be found in Ref. 8 or on our web site.9

II. ION OPTICS DESIGN

As described above, the primary design goal for the
new system was the ability to perform SVMI of atomic
hydrogen products from photodissociation of small or-
ganic radicals. Kinetic energy release in such processes
ranges from a fraction of an electronvolt to a few elec-
tronvolts, and due to the large mass difference between
the H fragment and the molecular cofragment, almost all
the kinetic energy is carried by the H atom.

The designed SVMI system had to fit into an existing
molecular beam apparatus,10 which imposed several ge-
ometric constraints on the ion optics. In particular, the
∼15 cm inner diameter of the vacuum chamber limited

the radial size of the ion optics elements. Another impor-
tant geometrical parameter was the detector diameter.
Since the multichannel plate (MCP) detector assembly
is the most expensive part of the SVMI system and the
only part that has a finite lifetime and thus has to be
replaced periodically, it was decided to employ the same
�40 mm double-stack MCP detector type as in the other
VMI setup11 in our laboratory.

A. Choice of SVMI approach

Before considering the details of the ion-optical ar-
rangement, a choice between the two SVMI approaches
— with purely electrostatic lenses6,7 and with the so-
called “delayed extraction”12 —must be made. While the
latter in principle allows arbitrarily large TOF stretching
by using very long delays, the fast nature of the light H+

ions demands finely controlled (with nanosecond preci-
sion) switching of the kilovolt-range voltages applied to
the ion optics. Since electromagnetic waves propagate
through the system (the ion optics and the vacuum cham-
ber) at speed no faster than 30 cm/ns, the transient pro-
cesses in a system of a usual size would take no less than
a few nanoseconds.13 That is, rational design of such a
system for reliable operation might require solution of the
time-dependent Maxwell equations in nontrivial geome-
try and with real nonperfect conductors and dielectrics,
which is an intricate task.

Moreover, the delayed extraction approach is based on
mapping the ion positions in the expanded cloud to the
arrival times. It means that the setup must not satisfy
Wiley–McLaren conditions14 for TOF spatial focusing,
and thus the initial positions of ions within the ioniza-
tion volume will contribute to their arrival times, dete-
riorating the time resolution of the system and hence
its SVMI performance. Although the “time-lag energy
focusing” mentioned in Ref. 14 indicates that delayed ex-
traction allows somewhat separate control of the arrival
time dependences on the initial positions and velocities,
no studies of the possibility to retain space focusing while
maximizing TOF dispersion with respect to the initial
velocity are known to the authors of the present work.

Therefore, aiming at the simplest and most robust
method of achieving both radial and TOF focusing,
the approach based on electrostatic ion optics (with
time-independent electric potential) was chosen in the
present work. The overall arrangement of the system
was determined based on general properties of electro-
static lenses, and the specific parameters were then op-
timized using the ion optics simulation software pack-
age SIMION 815,16 complemented with customized user-
programming scripts for analysis of the ion trajectories
and (semi)automatic optimization of the electric field pa-
rameters.
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B. TOF stretching

The temporal requirements for SVMI are dictated by
the time resolution of the experiment. The experiments
in our laboratory are carried out with ionizing laser pulses
of several-nanosecond duration, which limits the overall
time resolution of the experiment. Effective relative slice
thickness ∼1/10, which is required for good resolution,
therefore demands TOF stretching for the imaged ve-
locity range of the order of a few tens of nanoseconds.
Satisfying this criterion for light H ions constitutes the
main difficulty in implementing SVMI in our case.

Although thin slicing requires fast gating of the detec-
tor, using detector-gating pulses shorter than the laser
pulse duration will not lead to an improvement in reso-
lution but only to a decrease in signal intensity. There-
fore, a suitable high-voltage pulser for gating the MCP
detector was developed. It constitutes a downscaled ver-
sion of a fast megavolt-range pulser based on magnetic
pulse compression and diode recovery switching17 (see
also Ref. 18) and delivers electrical pulses with ampli-
tudes up to ∼2 kV and halfwidth of ∼5 ns to the MCP
stack.

The effective slicing pulse, determined by convolution
of the ionization intensity time profile, the detector gain
time profile, and the relative timing jitter distribution,
is somewhat narrowed compared to the laser and electric
pulses due to nonlinearities in the ionization process, as
well as in the voltage–gain dependence of the detector.
The actual time-slicing profile, experimentally measured
by observing the detected intensity of photoelectrons as
a function of the delay between the laser and the slic-
ing pulser triggers, has a nearly Gaussian shape with a
halfwidth of 4–5 ns. This is somewhat narrower than
the results obtained by using MOSFET19 and avalanche-
transistor20 pulsers.

The ∼1/10 relative slicing thickness thus requires TOF
stretching of ∼50 ns for the studied ions. It can be
shown that in electrostatic ion-optical systems suitable
for SVMI applications the TOF stretching for a cloud of
ions of mass m with initial kinetic energy K0 is

∆τ =
2
√

2mK0

qE0
, (1)

where q is the ion charge, and E0 is the electric field
strength in the ionization region. Note that this local
field is the only ion optics parameter that controls the
TOF dispersion of the SVMI system. For example, 50 ns
stretching for 1 eV H+ ions requires E0 ≈ 58 V/cm. The
objective of the SVMI ion optics design is therefore to
fulfill the spatial focusing conditions while producing an
image of the desired size on the detector at a given E0

value.

C. Radial magnification

The image size also depends on the initial kinetic en-
ergies of the ions, having the same

√
K0 proportionality

as in (1), but in fixed electric field configuration it is in-
versely proportional to the square root of the ion optics
voltages. That is, the radial magnification has 1/

√
E0

dependence, which is different from that of the TOF dis-
persion (1/E0). This fact has important implications for
SVMI systems: adjustments of voltages in order to fit an
image of ions with a given KE range into the detector
strongly affect the TOF stretching, so that if the system
produces 50 ns stretching for 1 eV ions, the stretching
for 2 eV ions will be only 25 ns, which is not sufficient
for slicing. On the other hand, stretching for ions with
lower KEs will be proportionally larger, leading to ex-
cessively thin slices21 and hence decreased collection ef-
ficiency. Therefore, some means for radial magnification
control independent of the electric field in the ioniza-
tion region are desired, and their implementation requires
variable field geometry.

The minimal ion-optical system that can achieve spa-
tial focusing for both radial (Eppink–Parker3) and tem-
poral (Wiley–McLaren14) parts of velocity mapping can
be based on 2-aperture Eppink–Parker arrangement3
consisting of 3 electrodes (see Fig. 1(a)). Besides the
electric field E0 in the ionization region (between the first
two electrodes), which is determined by the desired TOF
dispersion, such a system has 3 parameters: the second
electric field E1 (between the last two electrodes), and
the two distances L0 and L1 between the electrodes. The
radial and temporal focusing conditions form two inde-
pendent equations that must be solved with respect to
these three variables. This leaves one degree of freedom,
which can be used for magnification control. However,
as the numerical simulations presented in Fig. 1 show,
the available magnification range is rather limited, such
that only ∼20% variation can be achieved at the price of
about 3-fold deterioration of focusing quality.

D. Compound electrostatic lens

A natural way to improve the performance is by adding
more electrodes to the ion-optical system. This should
extend the flexibility of the electric field configurations
and increase the number of free parameters subject to
optimization. Some SVMI systems7,22 indeed use more
than two apertures; however no detailed discussion re-
garding the selection criteria of the employed arrange-
ments and their parameters has been given. There-
fore, below we analyze the general properties of a simple
ion-optical system consisting of the Eppink–Parker ar-
rangement (referred as “accelerator” henceforth) and one
more unipotential electrostatic lens (referred simply as
the “lens”).

As already mentioned, the TOF dispersion of the sys-
tem is not affected by the electrostatic field configuration
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FIG. 1. Minimal SVMI system with 3-electrode ion optics
and its performance characteristics under simultaneous TOF
and radial focusing conditions: (a) cross-section diagram, (b)
image radius for 1 eV ions, (c) relative radial blurring in the
KE scale, (d) relative TOF blurring. (The distance L′0 be-
tween the ionization region and the second electrode was cho-
sen as the free parameter. E0 was fixed at 58 V/cm for 50 ns
TOF stretching. Total TOF length L = 60 cm.)

outside the ionization region, and thus only the effect
of the lens on the radial magnification has to be stud-
ied. Under the assumption that both the accelerator and
the lens are much thinner than the total TOF length,
and that small deviations from focusing conditions of the
accelerator have little effect on its radial magnification,
simple ray optics considerations yield the following ex-
pressions for the lens focal length required to satisfy the

net focusing:

fl = l

(
1− l

L− FR

)
(2)

and for the resulting magnification change:

Mrel ≡
R′

R
= − FRl

L(L− l − FR)
, (3)

where R and R′ are image radii with and without the lens
respectively, L is the field-free TOF length, l is the dis-
tance from the detector plane to the lens, and FR is the
focal length of the accelerator. Since addition of the lens
changes the overall beam focusing, FR (which is equal
to L in operation without the lens) must be matched
to the lens parameters when using the lens. The prop-
erties of the Eppink–Parker arrangement do not allow
the accelerator to be strongly diverging (small negative
FR), and operation with strong convergence (small posi-
tive FR) generally leads to large aberrations (and hence
poor resolution). Therefore, the challenge is to find the
best position of the lens23 that will allow the broadest
Mrel range corresponding to a limited variation of the
accelerator optical power.

For example, limiting

− 1

L
≤ 1

FR
≤ 1

L
(4)

leads, by (3) and (2), to

l

2L− l
≤Mrel ≤ 1, (5)

l

(
1− l

2L

)
≤ fl ≤ +∞. (6)

These results clearly indicate that the maximum reduc-
tion of radial magnification can be achieved if the lens
is placed closer to the detector (l � L in (5)) and has
short focus (fl ≈ l, from (6)). The smallness of l is,
however, limited by the fact that the ion beam diameter
at the lens will be approximately 1

Mrel

L−l
L times larger

than the image diameter at the detector, and thus in
case of small fl ≈ l the lens must work at very high rel-
ative apertures, significantly increasing the aberrations.
The conclusion is therefore that the additional lens for
magnification control should be located somewhere in the
TOF tube, far from the accelerator but not too close to
the detector. Filling factor considerations suggest that
a cylindrical lens is preferred over an aperture lens as it
would have much smaller overall radial size for the same
aperture diameter.

In our implementation the total TOF length of the
experimental setup was set at L ≈ 63 cm,24 which gave
sufficient mass resolution in TOF-MS operation and suit-
able radial magnification for low-KE ions. The additional
unipotential lens of the “standard” cylindrical type (with
lengths of all 3 electrodes equal to the aperture diame-
ter) was placed at a distance l ≈ L/3 from the detector,
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(b)

(a)

FIG. 2. Cross-section of the ion optics arrangement with illustration of electrostatic potentials and ion trajectories for the
extreme operating conditions: (a) lower KE limit (Kmax = 0.163 eV; L0 = 40 mm, L1 = 50 mm, V0 = 320 V, V1 = 231.1 V,
VL = 0); (b) upper KE limit (Kmax = 6.75 eV; L0 = 75 mm, L1 = 55 mm, V0 = 3000 V, V1 = 1891 V, VL = −6600 V). In
both cases ∆τmax ≈ 50 ns. Trajectories correspond to ions with initial KEs equal to Kmax (red), 0.4Kmax (green) and 0.1Kmax

(blue); see text for details. Equipotential contours are drawn in red for positive potentials (with 10 V steps in (a) and 100 V
in (b)) and blue for negative (with 500 V steps).

as shown in Fig. 2. Given the vacuum chamber dimen-
sions, a maximum feasible aperture diameter of 120 mm
was used in order to keep the lens filling factor as low as
possible.

As seen on the left in Fig. 2, an accelerator consisting
of multiple apertures was used. However, only two differ-
ent effective field regions are formed (similar to the ap-
proach used in Ref. 6); the remaining intermediate aper-
tures merely provide shielding from fringe fields created
by the limited-diameter electrodes. Another important
purpose of this multi-aperture construction is discussed
below.

E. Focusing criteria and performance

Selection of optimal parameters for the ion-optical sys-
tem described above requires numerical optimization of
its performance characteristics, such as radial magnifica-
tion and TOF and radial focusing quality. The definitions
of the total TOF stretching and radial magnification are
straightforward, but the relevant definition of the resolu-
tion of the system requires attention.

First, the ionization region has finite spatial dimen-
sions, and it would be natural to use the experimental
distribution to set initial ion positions in the numerical
simulations. This distribution is determined by the den-
sity distribution in the molecular beam, intensity distri-
butions in the laser beams, and the geometry of their in-
tersection. The expected diameter of the skimmed molec-

ular beam can be used for rough estimation of the ex-
tent of the ionization region along the laser beams. The
dimensions perpendicular to the laser beams, however,
must include not only the actual diameters of the fo-
cused laser beams (which are relatively small) but also
uncertainties in alignment of these beams relative to the
ion optics, if reliable simulations and robust experimental
operation are desired. Therefore, the extent of the ion-
ization region used in the simulations reported below was
set to 1 mm along the TOF axis and 2 mm perpendicular
to it.

Second, the focusing quality must be equally good over
the whole recorded image, that is, for all KEs in the
measured KE range. In practice, however, aberrations
lead to different blurrings at different radii, and the most
relevant characteristic for optimization is the worst case
blurring. This approach guarantees that for any KE in
the measured distribution the resolution will be at least
as good as the calculated value. Therefore, ions with var-
ious initial KEs must be included in the simulations. In
the present work a sample of 3 values: Kmax (KE im-
aged to the edge of the detector), 0.4Kmax and 0.1Kmax,
was found to be sufficiently representative.25 Five angles
(starting from 10° with 40° steps) relative to the TOF
axis were used for initial directions of the ions.

It should be also noted that in most experiments
the primary quantity of interest is the KE distribution
(KED) rather than the speed distribution. Therefore,
if the radial blurring is denoted by ∆R, minimization
of the quantity R · ∆R, which translates to ∆K in the
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KE scale, is more relevant than minimization of ∆R it-
self. The relative KE resolution values reported below
were determined using this approach as worst-case ∆K
divided by Kmax.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Optimization of the numerical model

The goal of the optimization for SVMI operation is
to find the ion optics parameters that provide the best
KE resolution and TOF focusing for a given KE range,
such that the image fits into the detector and the TOF
stretching is sufficient for slicing. The fact that the radial
magnification and TOF dispersion have simple scaling
rules with respect to ion mass and applied voltages allows
to introduce one variable

M ≡ ∆τmax
√
Kmax/m, (7)

referred henceforth as the “magnification index”.26 Its
value is completely and unambiguously determined by
the experimental conditions: the particle mass m, the
desired imaged KE range Kmax and the TOF stretching
∆τmax needed for slicing. Since focusing does not depend
on ion mass, representations of the simulation results as
a function of the magnification index provide the most
convenient way to select the best ion optics parameters
for SVMI operation in each particular experiment with
ions of any kind.

A major difficulty, however, is that two independent
quantities, namely, the radial and temporal blurrings,
need to be minimized. Their simultaneous minimiza-
tion is impossible, since they depend on a common set of
ion optics parameters, and hence a trade-off is required.
Nevertheless, the variety of parameter values from which
the trade-off selection has to be made can be reduced to
the so-called Pareto-optimal set,27 which contains only
those combinations of parameter values that cannot be
changed without deterioration of at least one character-
istic. Thus, selection within the Pareto set allows opti-
mization of performance by favoring certain characteris-
tics at the expense of others. Since in specific experi-
ments different parameters might have different relative
importance, the representations of the simulation results
chosen here include all (and only) Pareto-optimal results,
allowing selection of conditions relevant to each particu-
lar case. If more information is available regarding the
data being measured and the desired priorities of perfor-
mance characteristics, additional optimizations can be
performed by starting from some relevant point selected
from these results.

Figure 3 shows some of the characteristics obtained
in the numerical simulations (see Refs. 8 and 9 for a
complete set of plots and a detailed description of how
they were generated). The most important advantage of
the compound lens, as evident from these plots, is that

the radial magnification can now be varied over a broad
range while keeping reasonably good focusing properties.
Namely, for the desired 50 ns TOF stretching, the mea-
sured KE range of H+ ions can extend from ∼0.16 eV to
∼6.8 eV, maintaining KE resolution better than ∼2% in
this whole range, and even.1% for ranges up to∼2.5 eV.

The difficulty with simultaneous optimization, how-
ever, is illustrated by the observation that the parameters
that provide the best KE resolution do not correspond to
the best TOF resolution. The plotted “total ∆t” curve in
fact includes the temporal distortion of the central slice,28
since the total TOF deviations are important for time-
sliced detection. In the case of 3D VMI, where the arrival
time is measured directly, and the distortions can be eas-
ily corrected by data processing, only the TOF blurring
(“∆t”) determines the temporal resolution. Its magni-
tude is a few times smaller (.1...2%, see plots in Refs. 8
and 9), but of course it still exhibits the same behav-
ior relative to the radial resolution (∆K). As mentioned
above, the “best” trade-off decision in selecting among
these Pareto-optimal combinations of parameter values
depends on the details of each particular experiment and
must be made by the investigator.

In spite of these optimization challenges, the positive
role of the additional lens in the magnification varia-
tion can be seen clearly from the plots of the voltage
applied to the lens compared to the accelerator voltage
(VL/V0). It is evident that for lowM values (larger radial
magnifications at a given TOF stretching) the Pareto-
optimal solutions include operation without the addi-
tional lens (VL → 0), but above a certain M value (that
is, for reduced radial magnifications, or equivalently, ex-
tended TOF stretchings at a given radial magnification)
all Pareto-optimal variants require the use of the lens.
As the optical power of the lens grows with the applied
voltage, the resulting radial magnification of the system
decreases, allowing SVMI measurements for larger KEs.
However, at the same time the aberrations increase with
the lens power, so the resolution drops monotonically.

Another important observation from the plots is that
different operating regimes require different combinations
of the accelerator lengths L0 and L1. As mentioned
above, mechanical motion of the apertures to satisfy
these requirements would be impractical. Nevertheless,
construction of the accelerator with multiple intermedi-
ate apertures, as shown in Fig. 2, offers a simple solu-
tion to this problem by allowing purely electrical com-
mutations of the applied voltages. Numerical simulations
demonstrate that the effective length of the electric field
regions can be changed not only in multiples of the inter-
electrode distances (10 mm in the present case) but even
continuously by appropriate interpolation of the inter-
mediate voltages. In practice this requires high-voltage
potentiometers, but for simplicity our current implemen-
tation uses a voltage divider assembled from fixed resis-
tors that allows L0 and L1 variations in 5 mm steps,
which provides sufficiently fine control.

It should be noted that the optimizations described
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FIG. 3. Pareto-optimal results of numerical simulations plotted as functions of the magnification index M and the effective
accelerator lengths L0 and L1 (in mm): relative overall kinetic energy (∆K) and total TOF (∆t) resolutions, and the ratio of
the voltages applied to the additional lens (VL) and the back of the accelerator (V0). (Both columns show the same set of data,
but colored according to L0 (left) or L1 (right) values.)

above were incomplete. For example, the accelerator
aperture diameters, as well as the position and the thick-
ness of the additional lens, were not fully optimized.
However, several test simulations with relatively small
variations of these parameters did not exhibit significant
improvements of performance characteristics, indicating
that a complete numerical optimization of all parameters
within the selected optical scheme, being a much more
computationally expensive effort, is unlikely to yield no-
ticeable benefits.

B. Experimental examples

The SVMI system built according to the design dis-
cussed above has been successfully used for detection of
H fragment with KEs .0.4 eV in the experiments on
overtone-induced dissociation and isomerization of the
hydroxymethyl radical (CH2OH and CD2OH).29 The de-
tails and most important results of that study are given in
the publication. Here, for demonstration of the system
capabilities, we include some results of auxiliary mea-
surements performed for the much more energetic (KE
.2 eV) byproducts. However, because this case involved
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FIG. 4. Distribution of O+ ions in photoinitiated reaction
O2

4hν−−→ O + O+ + e– at ν ≈ 44 444 cm−1. (a): raw sliced ve-
locity map image (with vertical laser polarization) recorded
without the additional lens. (b): comparison of KEDs ex-
tracted from SVMI data recorded with and without the lens.

polyatomic cofragments with relatively large densities of
states, the H fragment KE distributions were broad and
thus not very suitable for demonstration of the instru-
mental resolution. Therefore, a few examples of other
experiments with smaller molecules used for tests and
characterization of the newly built system are also pre-
sented here.

Fig. 4(a) shows a sliced velocity map image of O+

fragments produced by multiphoton photodissociation
and ionization of O2 in a one-laser experiment at ν ≈
44 444 cm−1 (λvac ≈ 225 nm), which is often used for
characterization of VMI setups.3,6 Due to the relatively
large mass of O+ ion, the TOF spread even without using
the additional lens was ∼80 ns, already sufficient for slic-
ing. The same image taken with the lens, with ∼130 ns
stretching, had very similar appearance but lower inten-
sity because a smaller fraction of the ion cloud (thinner

slice) was recorded.
As can be seen from comparison of the KEDs extracted

from these images (Fig. 4(b)) the use of the lens did not
affect the experimental resolution.30 A small discrepancy
between the positions of the peaks, however, is noticeable
in the high-KE part of the distributions. The origin of
this difference is that the calibration of the mapping be-
tween the initial radial velocities and the radii in the im-
age was done using only the numerical simulations of the
ion-optical system. Nevertheless, the differences between
the obtained calibration and the peak positions predicted
from the known energetics of the processes did not ex-
ceed ∼1–2% neither in these nor in other test cases, some
of which are illustrated below. Taking into account that
all ion optics parameter values were also set according to
the simulation results (experimental variations around
these values showed that they indeed provide the best
focusing), this offers the valuable advantage of selecting
the most suitable operating conditions for each particu-
lar experiment without the need for tedious experimental
calibrations and optimizations of the SVMI system.

Results of two SVMI test experiments with H frag-
ments (detected by 1 + 1′ resonance-enhanced multipho-
ton ionization10 with negligible electron recoil) are pre-
sented in Fig. 5. One of them is HBr photodissociation
at ν ≈ 44 444 cm−1, which produces two monochromatic
peaks corresponding to the Br cofragment in either the
ground electronic state (2P ◦3/2) or the spin–orbit excited
state (2P ◦1/2). The other is H2S photodissociation at
ν ≈ 42 560 cm−1, producing close-lying and rotation-
ally broadened peaks corresponding to the SH cofragment
in the spin–orbit sublevels of its ground electronic state
(X 2Π1/2,3/2). In these cases the TOF stretching without
the additional lens was only ∼20 ns, clearly insufficient
for good slicing with a ∼5 ns pulse. With the additional
lens, however, it became possible to increase the TOF
stretching to 50 ns without overfilling the detector. The
peaks in the HBr experiment (Fig. 5(c)) show halfwidths
of ∼20 meV, demonstrating a relative KE resolution of
∼1.2%, in good agreement with the numerical simula-
tions. The two peaks in the H2S experiment, which are
∼47 meV (∼2.5%) apart, demonstrate that such features
are also well-resolved despite the partial overlap of their
rotational envelopes.

Finally, Fig. 6 shows a comparison of full-projection
VMI (a) and SVMI (b) measurements of H fragments
KED in one-photon dissociation of the CH2OH radical
at ν ≈ 27 420 cm−1 (λvac = 3Ly-α ≈ 364.7 nm). The
high-KE part consists of several peaks corresponding to
vibrational excitations in the CH2O cofragment, broad-
ened by relatively high rotational excitation. The low-KE
part contains a continuous background of yet unidenti-
fied origin. As can be seen, these distributions also look
very similar in terms of the KE resolution. However, the
distribution reconstructed from the full-projection im-
age (using BASEX31) is much noisier, especially towards
the low-KE end, whereas the distribution extracted from
the sliced image (by angular integration) exhibits good
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FIG. 5. Distributions of H fragments in photodissociation of
HBr and H2S. (a) and (b): raw SVMI data for HBr hν−−→ H +

Br(2P ◦1/2,3/2) and H2S
hν−−→ H + SH(2Π3/2,1/2, v = 0, J) pro-

cesses respectively (only one half of each symmetric image
is shown). (c): KEDs extracted from these data.

signal-to-noise ratio everywhere.
The difference in intensities of the signal at KEs .1 eV

is likely caused by non-uniformity in the detection ef-
ficiency. Namely, reconstruction by application of in-
verse Abel transform to the full-projection image sub-
tracts high-KE contributions from the low-KE signal,
and therefore if the central part of the detector has
decreased sensitivity,32 the reconstructed KED becomes
negatively biased in the lower KE range (as evident for
K . 0.3 eV in Fig. 6(c)). From this perspective, the
KED extracted from the SVMI data is also more reli-
able intensity-wise than the KED reconstructed from the
full-projection VMI data.

Further experimental studies of CH2OH dissociation
after electronic excitation at higher photon energies are
currently performed in out laboratory. The maximum
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FIG. 6. H fragment distribution in CH2OH dissociation after
electronic excitation at ν ≈ 27 420 cm−1 (λvac = 3Ly-α). (a):
raw full-projection VMI data. (b): raw SVMI data. (c):
comparison of KEDs extracted from these data. Notice the
significantly worse signal-to-noise ratio in the full-projection
reconstruction despite longer data accumulation.

KE of H fragments corresponding to the lowest dissoci-
ation channel (H + CH2O) in these experiments reaches
>3 eV, while other channels (corresponding to HCOH
and triplet CH2O cofragments) opening with increase in
the excitation energy lead to H fragments with rather low
KEs. Nevertheless, the SVMI system exhibits good per-
formance (consistent with the simulations) even in these
complicated situations.

IV. CONCLUSION

The results of the numerical simulations and exper-
imental tests presented above demonstrate the success
of our ion-optical scheme in application to SVMI of
H photofragments. Its flexibility allows operation in a
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broad range of kinetic energies (more than one order
of magnitude), exhibiting high resolution comparable to
that of other modern VMI and SVMI systems (even those
incapable of H+ SVMI).

Due to the difficulties in SVMI of the light H fragments
discussed above, very few examples of such experiments
can be found in the literature. In one example using
the electrostatic approach,33 slicing of H fragments dis-
tribution was demonstrated with a test case of HBr pho-
todissociation. The employed system, however, used a
�120 mm detector (significantly more expensive than the
�40 mm detector used in the present work), and never-
theless the slice was relatively thick, containing 30–40 ns
out of the 150 ns TOF spread of the ion cloud. SVMI
of H fragments was also demonstrated with the delayed
extraction approach,34 but the broadened KEDs in these
experiments did not allow reliable determination of the
achieved resolution. The quoted velocity resolution “on
the order of 1% or better” corresponds to ∼2% in the KE
scale, being worse than most results of the present work.
Moreover, both of the cited works used quite limited KE
ranges and did not discuss the applicability limits of their
setups. Examples of other slicing methods, such as the
Doppler slicing approach,35 did not demonstrate better
effective resolution either and have more limited applica-
bility than the time-sliced VMI.

It should be noted that the use of an additional lens in
the drift region for improved radial magnification con-
trol is not new for VMI setups. In most cases this
arrangement was used to increase the magnification in
experiments with low-KE fragments,36–38 but there are
examples39 where the goal was to fit images of high-KE
distributions into a limited-size detector. However, all of
these works employed only full-projection VMI operation
and thus were not concerned with the temporal prop-
erties of their systems, which are crucial for the SVMI
operation considered in the present work. The ion op-
tics aberrations and their effect on the final resolution
also have not been addressed sufficiently in these previ-
ous works (except Ref. 39, where nevertheless the geom-
etry optimization was done solely by numerical means,
without providing general insights).

Our conclusion that the numerical model of the present
system provided a very reliable description of system per-
formance greatly facilitates selection of optimal ion optics
parameters in each experiment. Moreover, is suggests
that more complicated ion-optical arrangements can be
developed and operate robustly within this approach.
Namely, the present system is rather minimalistic, in-
cluding only the parts that are indispensable for TOF
and radial focusing and radial magnification control. Ad-
dition of more ion-optical elements (more than two field
regions in the accelerator, compound lens in the drift re-
gion) is likely to improve the achievable resolution and
extend the operating limits of the system. Although this
will increase the number of parameters that must be set
experimentally during system operation, the values of all
these parameters can be reliably obtained from the sim-

ulations, so that no additional experimental tuning or
calibration would be necessary.

One such promising modification is the use of electri-
cally biased detector entrance. In the present system
the front plate of the detector, as well as the exit of the
accelerator, is grounded in order to avoid electric fields
between them and the vacuum chamber walls. As a re-
sult, kinetic energies of ions arriving at the detector are
limited by the voltage applied to the accelerator, which
might be relatively low, leading to decreased detection ef-
ficiency. Creating an electric potential difference between
these parts might be used for increasing the kinetic en-
ergies of the ions before they hit the detector. Moreover,
appropriate shaping of the created electric field might be
employed for additional magnification control.

It should be noted that while the ion optics presented
here was developed specifically for SVMI of H fragments,
its advanced temporal characteristics might be usable in
other applications as well. For example, it should permit
or enhance the performance of 3D VMI in cases where
absolute time resolution is limited by the nature of the
experiment (for example, by the use of nanosecond lasers,
as in our case) or the detector response time. The con-
trollable TOF stretching can then be used to improve the
relative time resolution and hence the axial velocity reso-
lution of the system. This might be especially important
in 3D VMI of photoelectrons, which have substantial ki-
netic energies and at the same time require picosecond
detection resolution.
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